It is difficult to make the claim that the disproportionate number of male reviewers and authors is not indicative of some level of gender bias (L. Koube Nature 505, 291; 2014). As with many other challenges that female scientists face, the answer lies not in explaining why discrepancies exist, but in taking steps to resolve them.
The proportion of female referees (13% for Nature in 2013; Nature 504, 188; 2013) remains considerably lower than the proportion of female researchers (roughly 30% in the United States, according to a 2013 report by the US National Science Foundation on Women, Minorities, and Persons with Disabilities in Science and Engineering). Not challenging this situation is tantamount to declaring that the quality of the pool of female referees is lower than that of their male counterparts, which is both short-sighted and wrong.
Arguments about personal or family responsibilities only serve to cloud the bigger issue, which is about finding a way to work towards a body of scientific literature that represents true gender balance among those contributing to it. Morgan V. Gender: why publish an offensive letter?
I want an answer to this question. If the answer was to engender controversy, then it worked; but if it was to reinforce Nature's "own positive views and engagement in the issues concerning women in science" (Nature 505, 483; 2014), then it failed. Here is the context: two weeks ago, Nature published a Correspondence from Lukas Koube (Nature 505, 291; 2014), which in my view implies that journals' pursuit of scientific quality will logically and inevitably result in women's invisibility. On the day that I read it, I was scheduled to do an interview about my research for the Careers section of Nature. I declined the interview.
Declining this interview was a strategic decision. Every young scientist is told that publication in Nature is a valuable prize, a harbinger of 'glory, laud and honour' and of job security. Thus, the assignment of a Nature DOI (digital object identifier) is a powerful force of reification, one that endures far beyond any squabbling that may precede or follow it.
Nature states that the correspondence it publishes does not necessarily reflect the opinions of the journal or its editors (Nature 505, 483; 2014). However, people have a deepseated tendency to associate the Nature brand with a stringent selection process for publication. Out of the many letters it receives, why did Nature want its readers to read Koube's? It is unclear why you should publish his Correspondence at all in an age when people's comments already have multiple outlets for mass distribution. My interview cancellation was meant to provide concrete evidence that at least one reader wants an answer.
Nature is a powerful institution in which its editors, reviewers, authors and readers invest a monumental amount of effort and care. For this very reason, it is also an institution at which each editorial choice merits exceptional scrutiny. A. Hope Jahren University of Hawaii, USA. jahren@hawaii.edu Earth's core-mantle boundary are not "a small but vocal subset" (Nature 504, 206-207; 2013 
